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OBJECTIVE

BRAND CONCEPT

working
together
to build a
life beyond
cancer

The overall concept of maggie’s was to create an app where
the user can experience superub support and connection. The
way that I structured this application was by creating the idea
of having a core group of friends and family that can be on
this app, along with connecting with other cancer patients via
Maggie’s Cancer Care Centre. With the Maggie’s application
the message is strong and most importantly postive, teaching
others to live beyond cancer.
The target audience is primarily men and women from 3560, and that is why the user interface is extremely easy, and
consistent. The branding is overall very lively because I saw
an opportunity for this type of topic to stand out from other
leading competitors that focus soley on the medical aspect.
The branding needed to express a fun, lively and brilliant
quality for users to feel a sense of normality in a small part
of their daily lives.

USER GOALS
LOG IN
SIGN UP

Through research I discovered that my 90% audience is
primarily middle aged and older men and women. The three
main user goals that I discovered is:
1. Better organization=more quality time
2. Connection/not feeling alone
3. Positive mindset and outlook
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COMPETITOR RESEARCH

KIDNEY CANCER APP

iCANCERHEALTH APP

KIDNEY CANCER APP
I looked at several dozen apps that
related with cancer or other serious
illnesses. For the Kidney Cancer App
I actually found the real app and
download it and used the interface and
took screen shots. I noticed that this
interface was very confusing and overall
the information that was displayed was
very disorganized and at times seemed
overwhelming, which is the complete
opposite of what a cancer patient wants.
There were some positive aspects to this
app and that was the calendar that set
out chemo dates and at the beginning
choosing to either be a patient or
caregiver.

ICANCERHEALTH APP
iCancerHealth App was very aesthetically
pleasing to look at, and overall was
laid out in a very organized fashion.
However, the logo seemed over the top
and had a disconnect with the topic at
hand, and I was very confused while
using the menu. There seemed to be so
many different and distinct features that
made the application extremely difficult
to navigate.
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MAGGIE’S CARE CENTRE

MISSION
At Maggie’s you can talk to, and get support from, a range of
professional people. Their Centres are staffed by Cancer Support
Specialists, Benefits Advisors, Nutritionists and Psychologists
who can support cancer patients in whichever way best suits
their needs. Maggie’s strives to be like an oasis for patients
allowing them normalcy, connection, and support from a variety
of different people. Maggie’s specializes in social, emotional,
and practical support with allows welcoming new guests with a
fresh cup of tea and a warm smile.

IMPACT
Maggie’s is creating a huge impact for both patients, and their
families, one being that Maggie’s itself makes an incredible
statement of what our outlook on cancer should be and how to
approach it. For one Maggie’s is centered around creating a
positive atmosphere and a warm environment. This sets the tone
for the patients, and with that all the discussions, groups, and
events are all about going beyond and moving through it with
strength and resilience.
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MAGGIE’S CARE CENTRES

SPACIAL DESIGN
The reason why I am showing you the interior and exterior of Maggie’s
is because the place as a whole seems to set up a certain kind of mood
initially as soon as someone walks in and that was a similar kind of mood
that I wanted to go for. For one Maggie’s is fantastic at making people feel
welcomed and invited by having large open spaces, and having certain
areas for quiet moments as well.

INSPIRED FOR APP DESIGN
After researching about the context of the place and truly understand how
a person would use the space I started to develop and idea of how I wanted
the user flow for this application. The space at Maggie’s was extremely
easy to move through, very simple and calming and this is exactly what I
wanted to go for within this application as well.
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APP RESEARCH / INSPIRATION

APP INSPIRATION
Through my research I looked at a wide
variety of applications that related with
the topic, and ones that did not at all.
For the purpose of targeting my user
audience I was drawn to bold and bright
colors that had a cheerful and playful
quality as well.

FUNCTION
The function of this app needed to
be seamless and simple. The target
audience ranges from men and women
35-60, meaning that many do not have
a large background with applications
or technology in general. Creating a
user interface that is straight forward
and didn’t have too many extra added
features allows for the user to have more
ease while using the device.
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COMPETITOR RESEARCH

KIDNEY CANCER APP

iCANCERHEALTH APP

KIDNEY CANCER APP
I looked at several dozen apps that
related with cancer or other serious
illnesses. For the Kidney Cancer App
I actually found the real app and
download it and used the interface and
took screen shots. I noticed that this
interface was very confusing and overall
the information that was displayed was
very disorganized and at times seemed
overwhelming, which is the complete
opposite of what a cancer patient wants.
There were some positive aspects to this
app and that was the calendar that set
out chemo dates and at the beginning
choosing to either be a patient or
caregiver.

ICANCERHEALTH APP
iCancerHealth App was very aesthetically
pleasing to look at, and overall was
laid out in a very organized fashion.
However, the logo seemed over the top
and had a disconnect with the topic at
hand, and I was very confused while
using the menu. There seemed to be so
many different and distinct features that
made the application extremely difficult
to navigate.
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USER FLOW TESTING

WIREFRAMES
After creating wireframes I conducted
user flow studies with my classmates
where I asked several individuals to test
my application and then from there write
any comments or things I could possibly
improve on. This was extremely helpful for
the process because I actually found out
that my bottom nav was confusing the way
that I set it up here so by understanding
that in the early stages I was able to make
the adjustments now rahter than later.
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1st ILLUSTRATOR WIREFRAMES

careconnect
USERNAME

SUPPORT

SCHEDULE

MONITOR

Creating a virtual support system to
help you manage and recieve assistance

Helps you plan appointments, targeting
chemo days, and when to take medicine

Daily log of symptoms and blood
tracking that can be sent to your doctor
in visual graphics

PASSWORD

These were the first series of beginning wireframes that were put into illustrator. I was then using the term careconnect for the time being and knew that I wanted a different name
and branding in general. The other features were going to be instructional features that told the user what the application is really about and how to go about using it. This was
going to be one of my first features that the user would use but after user testing many people said that it seemed unnecessary, so I then didn’t go with this.
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SECOND CONCEPT

revive

welcome!

PHYSICAL LOG
constipation
diarrhea
pain

Do you accept to help Lisa with the
journey that cancer brings?

revive

nausea

faint

headache
swelling
itching
fatigue

LOG IN
SIGN UP

OKAY

NO THANKS

EMOTIONAL LOG

This was the first concept for this application, the brand was meant to have a certain youthfulness and uplifting quality with the bright colors,
and with that it was first called revive in relation to rebirth or renew, allowing the user to feel as though the are getting a second chance, and
are able to start fresh. After I receive super helpful crit on this series of designs I decided that it was in fact time to come up either with more
variations or crate a new concept.
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VARIATIONS OF 1st SCREEN

revive

revive

revive
LOG IN
LOG IN
SIGN UP

LOG IN

SIGN UP

SIGN UP

Here I created different versions of branding techniques, the first one I wanted to incorporate a photo to bring more life and realness to the
application, and then on the second one over I wanted to go minimal and focus more so on the branding, and lastly on the third one I was
playing with round shape corners and ojects to convey a certain playful and uplifting quality.
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NEW CONCEPT VARIATIONS

The application called for new branding and an overall new concept as well. Before this I experimented with various concept ideations and
designs, however from the user standpoint none of them seem to fit the demographic quite well, so that is why I decided it was time for a
drastic change. Here I actually took the maggie’s logo and created my own interpretation of it with experimenting with the m in the white
circle and playing with different uses of color to make the image stand out a bit more.
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REVISIONS

GROUP SET UP

PATIENT
email

working together to build
a life beyond cancer

CAREGIVER
email
CAREGIVER
email

LOG IN

LOG IN

SIGN UP

SIGN UP

GROUP CREATED!
An email is being sent out to
notify your members. You will get a
CREATE

Here are some of the beginning stages of the final concept design, where the design surely does evolve more but the core idea standed the same throughout the ideation process.
I basically kept the first two screens, knowing that I wanted it to animate as a beginning opener for the advertisement video that I made. However, the group set up I completely
redesigned, and the group created screen I changed a few minor things as well.
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FINAL DESIGNS

GROUP SET UP

member name
email

working together to build
a life beyond cancer

member name
email

member name

LOG IN

LOG IN

SIGN UP

SIGN UP

GROUP CREATED!

email
add more members

An email is being sent out to
notify your members. You will get a

CREATE
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FINAL DESIGNS

= R WP Q = m j

PROFILE SETUP

PROFILE SETUP

= R WP Q = m j

GROUP
upload

full name

lisa robinson

age

47

gender

female

cancer type

lung cancer

location

bellingham

CREATE

lisa robinson
220
posts

CREATE

19
following

24
followers

feeling thankful today! so happy to have
such a supportive team with me during
this journey.
of course! we are always here for you
lisa, you are so strong and we are happy
to be there for you!
thank you for being so positive! we all
love you.

connect with your core group of’
close family & friends
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FINAL DESIGNS
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GROUP

GROUP MESSAGE

Can anyone take me to my
appointmentat Thursday at 10am?
Thank you!
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LET’S SCHEDULE THIS

lisa robinson
Can anyone take me to my
appointmentat Thursday at 10am?
Thank you!

NO
P
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YES

NO

Awesome! Lisa and the group are
in your calendar.

MAYBE
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FINAL DESIGNS
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DAILY LOG

TO DO’S
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medicine update

TODAY’S MEDICINE

upcoming appointments
drive lisa 10am, thurs. 6/9

ibuprofen 200mg tablet
10:00 am

chemo app. 9am, tues. 6/14

migraleve

upcoming meal prep

swelling

bring groceries 4pm, sun. 6/12

fatigue

faint

?

80%

paracetamol

500mg tablet

7:00 pm

just a friendly reminder

prepare meal 4pm, sun. 6/12

simvastatin

40mg tablet

9:30 pm

1 tablet of

upcoming medicine changes

migraleve

restock medicine 2pm, thurs. 6/24
talk with insurance 8am fri. 6/31

165mg tablet

6:00pm

saved

at 6:00 pm
CONTINUE

CONTINUE
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FINAL DESIGNS

5:34 PM

5:34 PM

5:34 PM

CARE CENTER

CARE CENTER

CARE CENTER

SCHEDULE
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THANK YOU
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